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Zonar Announces Availability of Cummins Connected Software Updates and
Mobile App Provisioning

Zonar OTAir, a mobile app to offer Cummins over-the-air programming using a smartphone or
tablet device for enhanced engine performance while saving costs and reducing downtime for
fleets

SEATTLE (PRWEB) January 07, 2020 -- Zonar, the leader in smart fleet technology, announced today the
availability of Cummins Connected Software Updates, an over-the-air programming solution for maximizing
uptime and performance of Cummins powered vehicles. This solution allows fleet managers and drivers who
use Zonar telematics services to manage and deliver over-the-air programming to their Cummins engines using
Zonar OTAir, an easy to use app on their smartphone. Fleets that use Cummins Connected Software Updates
receive the latest performance enhancements from Cummins by using OTAir, resulting in reduced downtime,
increased cost savings and improved vehicle health – without the need of any additional hardware.

Cummins Connected Software Updates empowers fleet managers and drivers with flexibility and an additional
level of control over their vehicles. Similar to smartphones and computers, a fleet’s engines also require regular
updates. These updates are typically centered around specific performance improvements that help ensure a
fleet’s vehicles are always running at peak performance. With Connected Software Updates, fleet managers and
drivers can perform engine software updates on a single vehicle or fleet of vehicles while on the road, allowing
customers to scale and expedite service needs. While traditional calibration updates can take up to two days and
cost hundreds of dollars in labor, updates through Cummins Connected Software Updates can take as little as
five minutes from start to finish with no associated labor costs when using OTAir.

"The availability of Cummins Connected Software Updates through Zonar’s OTAir app allows customers with
Cummins engines more control and convenience over the performance and management of their fleets, saving
time and costs associated with traditional calibration methods," said Todd Mysak, Director Business
Development at Cummins Inc. "The collaboration between Zonar and Cummins helps us deliver on our
commitment to provide innovative solutions that ensure fleets with Cummins engines perform at optimal
levels.”

With Cummins Connected Software Updates, fleets using Zonar with Cummins engines can improve their
operations through the following benefits:

- Reduce downtime – With over-the-air updates, vehicles can spend more time on the road than at the shop
receiving updates
- Cost savings – A typical shop visit for an engine calibration update can cost in excess of $110 per visit, per
vehicle
- Increased vehicle health – With up-to-date software, vehicles run more efficiently and safely
- Ease-of-use – Drivers can quickly approve updates on their smart phone or tablet and start the over-the-air
process without hassle
- Rapid updates – Fleet managers and drivers can work together to find optimal times, such as a driver's 30
minute rest break, to complete updates in as little as five minutes
- Increase fleet control – Fleet managers are notified through the Cummins portal of available updates for
specific engines, allowing them to schedule updates appropriately
- Data security – OTAir includes VIN validation to help ensure the correct vehicle is receiving the correct
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update.

"With Cummins Connected Software Updates, over-the-air programming for commercial vehicles is no longer
a future concept," said Gary Schmidt, Vice President of Business Solutions at Zonar. "Through our ongoing
collaboration with Cummins, we’re bringing a smartphone accessible solution to market that helps fleets
eliminate the need to schedule shop visits for calibrations. We believe this will help spur the creation of broader
industry innovations focused on reducing the time spent by fleets waiting for updates."

For more information on Cummins Connected Software Updates available through Zonar, please visit:
https://www.zonarsystems.com/blog/pressreleases/zonar-announces-availability-of-cummins-connected-
software-updates/

About Zonar
Founded in 2001, Zonar has pioneered smart fleet management solutions throughout vocational, pupil, mass
transit and commercial trucking industries. Zonar’s mission is to enhance the safety, performance and success
of our customers by transforming the delivery of innovative insights for commercial fleets around the world.
Zonar achieves this by helping fleets of all sizes maximize the use of their assets with solutions dedicated to
improving compliance, efficiency, maintenance, ridership visibility, safety and tracking. Cloud-based services
with open APIs drive Zonar's smart fleet solutions by making it easy for fleet owners and managers to stay
connected to their fleets and drivers and operators to dispatch. Headquartered in Seattle and majority-owned by
technology company Continental, Zonar also has a Technology Development Center in downtown Seattle, a
regional office in Cincinnati, and a distribution center outside of Atlanta. For more information about Zonar, go
to www.zonarsystems.com

About Cummins Inc.
Cummins Inc., a global power leader, is a corporation of complementary business units that design,
manufacture, distribute and service a broad portfolio of power solutions. The company’s products range from
diesel and natural gas engines to hybrid and electric platforms, as well as related technologies, including battery
systems, fuel systems, controls, air handling, filtration, emission solutions and electrical power generation
systems. Headquartered in Columbus, Indiana (U.S.A.), since its founding in 1919, Cummins employs
approximately 62,600 people committed to powering a more prosperous world through three global corporate
responsibility priorities critical to healthy communities: education, environment and equality of opportunity.
Cummins serves customers in approximately 190 countries and territories through a network of approximately
600 company-owned and independent distributor locations and over 7,600 dealer locations and earned about
$2.1 billion on sales of $23.8 billion in 2018.

See how Cummins is powering a world that’s Always On by accessing news releases and more information at
https://www.cummins.com/always-on. Follow Cummins on Twitter at https://twitter.com/cummins and on
YouTube at [https://www.youtube.com/user/CumminsInc.
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Contact Information
Ben Hohmann
Zonar
http://www.zonarsystems.com
206.455.9072

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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